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Ripple patterns forming on Pt�111� due to 5 keV Ar+ grazing-incidence ion bombardment were investigated
by scanning tunneling microscopy in a broad temperature range from 100 to 720 K and for ion fluences up to
3�1020 ions/m2. A detailed morphological analysis together with molecular dynamics simulations of single
ion impacts allow us to develop atomic scale models for the formation of these patterns. The large difference
in step edge versus terrace damage is shown to be crucial for ripple formation under grazing incidence. The
importance of distinct diffusion processes—step adatom generation at kinks and adatom lattice gas
formation—for temperature dependent transitions in the surface morphology is highlighted. Surprisingly, ion
bombardment effects like thermal spike induced adatom production and planar subsurface channeling are
important for pattern ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pattern formation on crystalline and amorphous solids us-
ing ion bombardment has become a topic of rapidly increas-
ing interest. One reason is certainly the potential of such
nanoscale patterns �linear dimensions of the order of
10–100 nm� for applications. With the use of suitable ion
sources, they can be produced relatively cheaply and uni-
formly over large surface areas �linear dimensions of the
order of 0.1 m�. Currently their use for manipulating
magnetism,1,2 for the ordered adsorption of large molecules,3

for tuning the chemical reactivity of catalytically active
surfaces,4 for optoelectronic devices,5 for manipulating film
texture6 or for use as molding templates7 are explored. De-
ciphering the formation mechanisms of these patterns at the
atomic scale is a fascinating and demanding problem. Once
solved, it would allow us to tune their properties �lateral
dimension, uniformity, shape, and aspect ratio� in a more
precise and efficient way than nowadays, with ensuing con-
sequences for their applicability. It is our goal in this work to
contribute to the atomic scale understanding of the surface
pattern formation mechanisms by ion bombardment.

Two groups of patterns result from ion bombardment. Dot
or pit arrangements at normal or slightly off-normal beam
incidence and ripple patterns at a significant off normal
�ripple wave vector parallel to the projection of the ion beam
on the surface� or grazing beam incidence �ripple wave vec-
tor normal to the projection of the ion beam�. We note that
ripple patterns may also be formed by normal incidence ion
bombardment of low symmetry, anisotropic crystalline
substrates.8 There is a growing consensus that the formation
of dot and pit patterns of crystalline materials �remaining
also crystalline during bombardment�—in particular,
metals—can be explained in terms of elementary atomic
processes.9–19 At sufficiently high temperatures, the forma-
tion of pit patterns can be attributed to the creation of mobile
surface vacancies and vacancy clusters, their aggregation to
islands, and the action of a step edge barrier for surface

vacancies.10,12–20 Coarsening behavior could be linked to ma-
terial transport along step edges and the high temperature
breakdown of pattern formation to the onset of step atom
detachment.13 Toward lower temperatures, a transition from
pit to dot patterns is observed, which is linked to the mobility
of adatoms and adatom clusters generated during bombard-
ment, whereas surface and subsurface vacancy and vacancy
cluster mobility ceases.10,12,20 Dot patterns on amorphous or
ion beam amorphized surfaces �e.g., semiconductor surfaces�
are usually described in terms of continuum theory.5,21 This
holds as well for the dot pattern created at off-normal inci-
dence, but with sample rotation.22,23 The evolution of these
highly ordered patterns and their symmetry is not fully un-
derstood, but significant advances in their theoretical de-
scription were achieved.24

The situation is somewhat different and less conclusive
for off-normal and grazing-incidence ion bombardment. The
morphological evolution of �0001�-graphite25 �amorphizing
during bombardment� and Cu�001�26 for not too large ion
fluences �i.e., ion beam exposure times� is apparently ad-
equately described by linear continuum theory. However,
there are examples that exhibit an increase of the ripple
wavelength with ion fluence according to a power law al-
ready in the early stages of morphological evolution, e.g., for
Ag�001�, Cu�110�, and polycrystalline metal films.8,27,28 The
increase of the ripple wavelength with fluence is not de-
scribed in linear continuum theory.29 Attempts were made to
incorporate into the continuum theory description27,30,31 ef-
fects of the crystal structure—e.g., the step edge barrier for
adatoms or diffusion anisotropy—and nonlinear terms to ac-
count for kinetic roughening. Whether the additional terms in
the continuum theory description are sufficient for an ad-
equate description of ripple patterns on anisotropic substrates
or of ripple patterns that exhibit coarsening right from the
beginning of their morphological evolution is not yet settled.

In contrast to normal incidence ion bombardment, much
less work describes the morphological evolution of ripple
patterns in terms of atomic scale processes and links specific
features to specific processes. In particular, the onset of
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